Smooth pursuit eye movements in children.
Smooth pursuit eye movements consists of slow eye movements that approximate the velocity of the eyes to that of a small moving target, so that target image is kept at or near the fovea. Little information on smooth pursuit is available in children. We used an infrared eye tracker to record smooth pursuit in 38 typically developing children, aged 8-19 years. Participants followed a visual target moving sinusoidally at +/-10 degrees amplitude, horizontally and vertically at 0.25 or 0.5 Hz. The mean horizontal smooth pursuit gains, the ratio of eye to target velocities, were 0.84 at 0.25 Hz and 0.73 at 0.5 Hz. Mean vertical smooth pursuit gains were 0.68 at 0.25 Hz and 0.45 at 0.5 Hz. Smooth pursuit gains were significantly lower for vertical in comparison to horizontal tracking, and for 0.5 Hz in comparison to 0.25 Hz tracking (P<0.0001). Smooth pursuit gains increased with age (P<0.01, Pearson's correlation tests), with horizontal gains attaining reported adult values by mid adolescence. Vertical gains had large variability among participants. The median phase, the time interval between eye and target velocities, varied between 39 and 86 ms. Phase was not influenced by age. We conclude that smooth pursuit gains are lower in children than gains reported in adults. Vertical pursuit gain is significantly lower than horizontal pursuit gain. Gains improve with age and approach adult values in mid adolescence. Children have larger phases than reported adults values indicating that prediction in the smooth pursuit system is less mature in children.